
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
FILO: the personality in the time of social networking 
 

 
 

The 41
st
 edition of FILO, the International fair of yarns and fibres, will be held at Le Stelline Congress  Centre 

in Milan (corso Magenta 61) between 5 and 6 March, 2014. 

The first novelty of this edition is the opening of the fair. FILO deserts the usual roundtable and opts for a 
happening to be held on March 5 at 6 p.m., immediately after the closing of the first exhibition day. 
Choosing the late afternoon is a way to give all exhibitors and visitors the chance to be present, who during 
the day are engaged in business meetings.  

Not only the time, but also the location is new: from FILOLounge (which is at disposal of exhibitors and the 
press for the whole of the exhibition) to the large space of the Corridoio Sala Manzoni on the first floor of the 
Stelline Congress centre.  

Indeed, FILO evening does need a broader context since it develops through a multilevel communication 
able to involve the participants both emotionally and intellectually. This is why the setting is very striking, 
where the leading thread of the event is translated into images, products and words: the rediscovered 
necessity to “individuality”, the return to the central role of the individual at a time when any experience 
immediately tends to become “social”.  

In this setting, the themes of the product development proposals exhibited in the FILO Trend Area are 
combined with the textiles and garments selected by Stefania Bini, the designer host of this edition. The 
event includes brief speeches by Marilena Bolli (President of the Unione Industriale Biellese), Pier Francesco 
Corcione (Director of the Unione Industriale Biellese), Gianni Bologna (FILO product development and 
creative manager) and  by the same Stefania Bini.  

And after the images and words, all FILO protagonists are invited to the closing cocktail party. As always, 
FILO favours the meeting between different skills and experiences in the certainty that they are the best 
prelude to the development of profitable business relations also on informal occasions. 

We look forward to seeing you! 
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